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ABSTRACT 

Recently revised estimates of target gain have added additional 
optimistic inputs to the interface between targets, accelerators and fusion 
chamber beam transport. But it remains valid that neutralization of the beams 
In the fusion chamber is useful if ion charge state Z > 1 or if > 1 kA per 
beamlet is to be propagated. Some engineering and economic considerations 
favor higher currents. 

1. Introduction 

The interface between target physics and accelerator technology in 
heavy-ion fusion is defined by target requirements, which include the 
following parameters: total energy E, pulse duration T, spot radius r, ion 
mass number A, and kinetic energy T. From the accelerator side, it is useful 
to discuss the six-dimensional phase-space requirement, which represents an 
important constraint on all driver-system designs. The connection between the 
phase-space volume produced by the accelerator and that entering the target is 

1 2 made by properties of the final-focusing lens systems. ' Recent estimates 
of target gain (see paper by J. D. Lindl and 3. W-K. Hark, this conference) 
provide a new optimistic input to these interface considerations. 

***This W o r k was performed under the auspices of the U.S . Department of Energy 
by Lawrence Livermore Nat iona l Laboratory under con t rac t No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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At first, simple assumptions about the final beams were used, without 
considering space-charge effects In the transport lines leading to the lenses, 
within the lenses, and within the reactor. The justification for this 
approach was. In part, that for power-plant scenarios using singly charged 
heavy Ions, the Individual beamlet currents are small enough that 
perturbations due to space-charge up to and through the lenses are not very 
large. In addition, various reactor regimes were considered, some of which 
appeared to allow for final beam propagation without unacceptable spreading. 
At present, 1t seems that significant corrections may be needed only for 
charge state Z greater than 1 and beamlet current greater than 1 kA. 

From one point of view, there might now be less need to consider such 
corrections because all current driver designs use Z = 1. On the other hand, 

3 Nuckolls recently suggested exploiting the repetition-rate capability of 
drivers by Igniting several targets 1n rapid succession In the same reactor 
vessel. This approach 1s most attractive, If the number of beamllnes per 
target Is minimized. Thus, there may be a new reason to consider currents 
larger than 1 kA. In any case, fusion chamber considerations almost always 
favor minimizing the number of beamiets and entrance ports as well as the port 
diameter. Among possible methods for handling larger currents are 
neutralization 1n the reactor and a beneficial nonlinear effect of beam 
expansion just upstream of the final lenses. Beam expansion could result 1n 
larger beam ports, so that neutralization suggested here 1s useful If these 
fusion chamber considerations prevail. 

2. Accelerator Phase-Space and Final-Focus Considerations 

In 1978, 3udd gave an analysis of phase-space requirements for systems 
using rf linear accelerators, which he later extended to Include Induction 
linear accelerators. Judd dealt with the constraints arising from 
final-focusing lens systems only In the "ballistic limit," I.e., fully 

fi-R 
neutralized ~ or low-current beams; corrections for some transverse-space-
charge self-force effects are discussed below. A six-dimensional phase-space 
volume 1s defined by ranges 1n coordinates x, y, z and momenta p , p , 

x y 
p . For fusion targets, all six of these parameters have bounds, which, If 
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extended, will lower the gain. The beam length z Is limited by the peak-power 
requirement. Known properties of final-focusing lens systems place limits on 
p and p (related to transverse emlttance), and on ftp (through 
chromatic aberration). 

A useful expression for the maximum permissible dilution factor D Is 
max 

derived In Ref. 5 (p. 21); D Is defined as the ratio of the 
s1x-d1tnens1onal phase-space acceptance volume of the final lens system to the 
occupied s1x-d1mens1onal omittance volume at some reference point 1n the 
accelerator. It represents the upper limit on the product of all actual 
phase-space dilution factors D, Incurred between that point and the final 
lenses 

V, f (acceptance) 
n D 1 * Dmax = V 6 L (occupied) -

Some of the transverse and longitudinal emUtances and acceptances 
(four-dimensional and two-dimensional phase-space volumes) can be expressed 1n 
terms of spot radius, pulse duration, and other parameters (see, for example, 
Ref. 5, pp. 5 and 9 ) . Total energy and 1on kinetic energy are brought In 
through their relation to llnac current I and on-time t, ; It, = qcE/T, 
with qc the Ion charge. The result may be written as the product of three 
factors, each containing parameters of a part of the total system such that 

Dmax " FTI FL FFF • ™ 

Only target and 1on parameters enter the first factor 
c . B v e-rr T 
rTI « (2) 

with c the speed of light and 3 and y the usual relatlvlstlc factors. 
(Although normalized differently, F^j Is equivalent to that 1n Ref. 9.) The 
second factor, F. , Is the "llnac figure of merit" and depends only on 
properties of the llnac driver; It Is the electric charge per unit 
slE-dlmenslonal phase-space volume (I.e., six-dimensional brightness). The 
third factor, Frp, depends only on final-focusing system parameters; Its 
value Is "f^n/s^G' ' n w n1ch n* Is number of final beamlets, B f l Is 
pole-tip field In the final lenses, and F and k_ are dlmenslonless 
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parameters determined by tens design details. It 1s desirable or necessary to 
strive for larger D because of the many uncertainties. The constraint Is 
eased by Increasing n., rather than decreasing H , as mentioned ab^ve. From 
the accelerator side, it Is therefore desirable to Increase FJJ £o assist 1n 
meeting the phase-space constraint although Increasing T would raise driver 
cost. 

3. Beam Emlttance Growth During Transport Across Reactor Chamber 

6— 8 An analysis ~ of the emlttance growth 1n beams with a rounded radial 
profile is expressed In terms of rms beam radius and an "rms emlttance," e. 
The emlttance growth (neglecting the small effect above and assuming no 
Initial rate of growth at the lens exit} may be written as 

e 2 « e 2 + (UJL) 2 , (3) 

with e the rms emlttance at the lens exit and X a dlmenslonless shape 
factor; X Is 0, 0.149, and 0.388 for flat, parabolic, and Gaussian profiles, 
respectively; 

Zel -8 Z I b ( A ) ( Z e ) 2 ( P / N b > U ^ r = 3.20 x 10 B — 2 - ^ = ^ j 
4*c (B TrAm c J A ( P T ) J 4* E ( B T ) J TAm C J 

e l ; M x l 0 - 7 j ! E i i ] — m t 

N b(BT) T(GeV) 

with Ze the Ion charge, Am the Ion mass, 9 and y the usual relatlvlstlc 
Factors, I. the beamlet electric current, P the power, N. the number of 
beamlets, and T the Ion kinetic energy. Thus 

1/2 

(*) 

*S=R [ 1 *-(?) ' (5) 

where R , R, and e (unnormallzed) are rms values, as distinguished from 
5 r , r, e I (normalized) usually employed K . flat beam profiles. He 
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define the profile-dependent emlttance growth parameter e (or e for 
vacuum propagation) as 

e g ~ e g v = MJL . (6) 

For e„ - 0, e„ Is the actual emlttance growth. 
0 9 4 3 
In a soft vacuum (~ 10 to 10 Torr), the Ionization of the 

c p 
medium provides electrons that partially neutralize the beam and reduce 
emlttance growth. This neutralization process requires the Ion beam to have a 
potential drop to accelerate the plasma electrons to the beam velocity (~ 25 

4-1 14 
kV needed for a 10-GeV U beam). This process leads to the modified 
emlttance growth parameter e , v 

e « - V = ( 1 - W ) e g v ' ( 7 ) 

where f .1s the effective fractional neutralization of the beam. For neut 
1.2 x 10 Torr L1 vapor pressure 1n the fusion chamber, f_ e u t = 0.5 (cf 
Refs. 6,8). As the vapor pressure 1n the fusion chamber Is Increased, this 
fractional Ionization saturates roughly at the gas density of 
n- - (<f«„J-) . where «,„„ Is the Ionization cross section. For g ' Ion ' Ion ,» , 
U Ions propagating 1n LI vapor, this density 1s n - 10 cm" , for 

-3 ' 
pressure - 1 0 Torr. Increasing vapor pressure beyond this level no 
longer Increases the favorable effect of f ., but only Increases beam 

neut 
stripping. 

4. Influence of Target Requirements, Final Focus and Beam Transport 
On Accelerator Phase-Space 

He now Illustrate some of the restrictions that could occur 1f the 
considerations, above, are not carefully balanced. Target gain as a function 

9 14 15 of F Tj, E, and T can be calculated. ' ' The gains represented by F1gs. 
1 and 2 of the Llndl and Hark paper (this conference) modified these results. 
Our results, summarized In Figs. 1, 2, and 3 assume ballistic transport of a 
fully neutralized beam In a hard vacuum (< 10" Torr). Although 
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calculations (cf. Refs. 6 and 8) suggest that the beam could be neutralized by 
colnjectlon of electrons, more detailed simulations, and perhaps experiments, 
are needed to confirm the applicability of the process. On the other hand, 
electrical efficiency for Hquid-metal-wa1l-protect1on schemes points to 
somewhat higher vapor pressures (cf. Refs. 16 and 17). A confluence of these 

-4 3 requirements occurs at from 10 to 10 Torr, for which partial beam 
neutralization by Ionization of the propagation medium (e.g., LI vapor) is 
nodlfled somewhat by mild stripping of the beam Ions. ' 

Emittance growth results in a stronger dependence of F T I on ion kinetic 
energy T. At fixed gain with a specified type of target, and for fixed 

3/2 beam-pulse energy, both the product r R. and the peak power P are 
determined (cf. Refs. 14 and 15; R. Is the ion range 1n g/cm ). For a 
given heavy-Ion species with energy above a critical value (T > 8 GeV for 

3/2 uranium), R. Is roughly proportional to T , hence, r T is determined, 
-1 or r « T . On the other hand, the beam current I. 1s proportional 

to Z/TN. at fixed power P (where M. Is the number of beamlets); and the 
1/? Ions are still nonrelatlvistic, so that |$Y\«\T . For a fixed 

propagation distance from final focusing lenses to the target, the "Intended" 
focal radius varies as 

2 , -1/2 

= '.['*(*)] 
or 

V r s e o / 

2 -i 1/2 
(8) 

If A, P. M. , and r T are held fixed (for fixed gain), the target-ion 
3 5/2 1/2 phase-space factor F-., which Is proportional to r T « T" 

without growth, has for the desired r (and therefore desired gain) the 
dependence 

c 3,5/2 T - l / 2 
FT, « r j « T H£) 

3/2 
(9) 
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displaying the tighter constraint on accelerator phase space. Many parameters 
5 13 enter Into the correction term. It can be shown ' that for fixed A 

with X the final quadrupole bore radius and EL Its pole-tip field. From the 
equations above. 

e UL(l-f .) XZ2L(l-f .) _a neut ' neut' 
• m at < - " " ' • *r — • — 1 

T 3 / 2 r s T 
(11) 

Thus 

[̂ "W]} F n « T " 1 / 2 { 1 - l f - m Z 3 |u(l-f n n i„) |' } ̂  (12) 

because r T Is held fixed; dependences on P, N., X, B., and lens-design 
parameters are contained In C... 

For a neutralized beam, the correction vanishes, and the weak dependence 
on T Is that mentioned In Ref. 9; but for partial or little neutralization the 
dependence on T 1s altered for nonflat beams unless C, and Z are small. Me 
neglect the dependence of X on T, because 1t varies only weakly due to an 5 upper limit set by third-order geometric aberration 

P RrAm cr 1/2 
(13) x[_ZeBQ j 

where the constant k = 0.85. x 
Typical values of emlttance growth Ae are Illustrated In Table 1; they 

were obtained from runs of the HIPPO code for a 1-kA beam of 10-GeV U 
Ions (Gaussian profile and negligible Initial emlttance) propagating Into a 
reaction chamber with lithium vapor at the Indicated pressures and L1 particle 
densities. For the same beam propagating different distances In vacuum, 
Ae scales roughly linearly, as suggested by Eq. (4). In the presence of LI 
vapor at fixed pressure, the linear dependence holds when the effective 
fractional neutralization f has reached Its equilibrium value (after a 
few meters of propagation). For a fixed f . (fixed pressure and. In the 



first few meters of propagation, also fixed L), our numerical data Indicate 
that estimates of emlttance growth (e 1n this case, where e = 0) could 
be obtained by scaling the values 1n Table 1 according to Eqs. (4), (6} and 

-3 (7). Beyond a pressure of 1.2 x 10 Torr, f n e u t saturates. 
Our sample numerical data are meant only to suggest qualitative 

conclusions regarding the validity of the scaling laws (4)-(7) which lead to 
Eqs. (8)-{10). For application to typical fusion-reactor designs, we 
Incorporate Initial emlttance e according to Eq. (13). A first estimate of 
the parameter e might now proceed according to Eqs. (9) and (10). 

table 1: Emlttance growth calculated by the HIPPO code for a 1-kA beam of 
10-•GeV U + 1 loos. 

Pressure 
In LI 
(Torr) 

Particle densl 
1n L1 
(cm- 3) 

ty 
(cm-i 

AL = 2m 

Emlttance growth 
nrad rms, unnorma 

AL = 4 m 
llzed) 

AL = 7 m 
0 0 0.43 0.86 1.53 

2.5 x 10"* 3.1 x 1 0 1 2 0.40 0.76 1.22 
5.0 x 10~ 4 6.3 x 1 0 1 2 0.34 0.54 0.80 
1.2 x 10" 3 1.5 x 1 0 1 3 0.23 0.42 0.67 
2.4 x 10" 3 3.0 x 1 0 1 3 0.20 0.38 0.58 
3.6 x 10" 3 4.5 x I D 1 3 0.17 0.26 0.51 

The behavior of Fy- vs Ion kinetic energy T(for 11* Ions) 1s 
Illustrated 1n Fig. 1 for single-shelled targets and 1n Fig. 2 for 
double-shelled targets. The fixed values of e from Eq. (10), target gain 
6, beam pulse energy E (H3), and total beam power P (TW) are as shown 1n the 
figures. 

Figure 3 Illustrates the "typical" reactor-beam transport modifications 
to the relationship between target gain and fj, for the ballistic focusing 
scenario. Effects such as those In Figs. 1 and 2 are averaged out. Figure 3 
Is, again, for U Ions, showing curves of fixed-beam-pulse energy E(HJ) for 
single- and double-shelled targets. Clearly the case of full neutralization, 
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e = 0, Is the same as that of Ref. 9. 
Consider vacuum propagation (f . = 0) over L * 10 m of N. * 16 

total Gaussian 1on beamlets (T •= 10 GeV, A = 238, Z •= 2) with beam shape 
factors X •= 0.3B8, \^ «= 0.707, and final focus parameters XB_ = 2.5 
(T-m), k G = 40. In this case e = 8.3 according to Eq. (10); but 1f 

1.0. On the charge state of the beam Ions Is decreased to Z = 1, then e 
_3 9 C 

the other hand, propagation In 1.2 x 10 -Torr LVvapor would reduce (1 -
f .) by a factor of 2 In the Z = 1 case, so tht w> have e = 0.25, a 
small value. Active collection of an electron beam with 1-keV transverse 
beam temperature Into the Z = 1, but N. = 4 (4-kA), beamlets reduces the 
e„„ = 4.2 case to the actively neutralized beam value of e = 0.015. gc * gc 

Finally, beam neutralization has a greater positive effect than the 
deleterious one of beam stripping (certainly for L1 vapor at < 10 Torr), 
because F,, is only inversely proportional to the peak power P ., which 
is decreased somewhat by the process of stripping some beam ions (cf. Ref. 8). 

Discussion 

Although we have not found conclusive arguments to show that beam 
neutralization in the fusion chamber 1s essential, It Is a helpful procedure 

0.5 

0.4 
(104,10.570) 
(31,5,274) 
(45, 5,316) 
(146,10,662) 
(19, 3,195) 
(66, 5, 365) 
29, 3, 224) 
(43, 3, 258) 
(14,1.5,136) 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

/ * 
(Gain=52, E=10MJ, 
P=435TW) 

(73,10, 497) 
(19,3,195) 

(146,10.662) , 
(45.5, 316) y'' 

10 15 
T (GeV) 

20 

Fig. 1: Phase-space factor F Tj vs ion kinetic energy for single-shell 
targets, for several combinations of fixed target gain, beam pulse 
energy E, and peak power P: (a) For e = 0, (b) for e = 1 . 



deserving further study. If beamlet currents greater than 1 kA were used (cf. 
the Initial discussion In this article, at Ion charge state Z > 1), then the 
possible undesirable growth of effective beam emlttance In the reactor chamber 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

T 
(Gain=lll, E=10MJ. P=237TW) 

(45, 5,143) -, r (158,10,275) 

(61,5,152) 

(111,5.102) 

0.3 

0.2 

1 1 
(Gain=111, E=10MJ, P=237TW) 

0.1 -

10 15 
T (GeV) 

20 10 15 
T (GeV) 

Fig. 2 Phase-space factor F T. vs 1on kinetic energy for double-shell 
targets, for several combinations of fixed target gain, beam pulse 
energy E, and peak power P: (a) for e = 0 (b) for e = 1 . 
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Fig. 3: Target gain vs F T j for single- and double-sht^l targets, evaluated 
for l l * 1 ions: (a) for e = 0, (b) for e = 1. 
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could be overcome by beam neutralization. 
Alternatively, It could be compensated to some extent by redesigning the 

final focusing lenses . But It 1s not clear that 4-kA beamlets can be 
propagated the required 8 to 10 m without neutralization. Such higher beam 
currents are of Interest because they have the ecomonlc advantage of 
minimizing the number of beamllnes and reactor entrance ports. 
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